The approach a n be viewed as a dderred-correaion solution method, where the implicit operator only approximates the corresponding flux jacobians to fin1 order in space. whereas the mlraldiKerenced explicit operators are chosen to he second order accurate on a suficient smooth grid system. However. ulc LU-factora have the property of diagonal dominance and therefore are well conditioned allowing a relaxation type solution of the steady quation sd.
R e u l h will be praentcd for some viscow and inviscid subsonic. lransonic and hypersonic flow problems.
Illtd*
Most of the methods for numerical solution of the steadyjlate comprasible consmation laws are based on time-marching integration procedures.
In implicit schema the llme coordinate is mostly wed as a means to provide some sort of diagonal dominance in the cocfiarnt matrice which rauit aRer discrimtion of the implicit operator chosen.
In advanced explicit methods time and space discrization have been separated to ailow the appiiestion of d. without using the time coordinate in implicit schema diagonal dominance can also be assured by suitable implicit operaton. which in general however possess a worse discrizallon error compared to that the method is designed. This feature leads almost automatically to The developmmt of an LU decomposition scheme b based on a somewhat d l k e n t idea. Since the dvslcal d i m t L U decomposition of the unfaaored implldt opra.
tor is too expansive-for multi-dimensional problems one has to raort to incomplete or approximate LU decompositon methods. In the latter concept a particular approxi. mation lo the unradored implicit i s chosen such that the desired LU reprcrmtation directly will r u u k Hence for any dimensions only two factors appear which additionally posses the advantagc to be easy invertible. 
where 6 is a central dilFcerencc operator and P, and @ To gU an appropriate jscobisn it n assumed tha Ihc is independent of position. which pro' functional dflld duca a b a l s 6 J operator. The grid system generated for the transcritical case consisted of 65 points in radlal dlrection with a minimum gdd spacing a1 the sphere surface of A = 510d and an outer boundary placed 12.5 diameters away from the sphere. Both surface meshes were identical and defined to be equally spaced by 64 x 64 intervals.
For both now cases a lateral symmelry condition was assumed in an anempl to reduce the compulational COSU without reskicling too much the flow physia simulated.
Laminar Flow Results:
The laminar flow simulation is based on the parameters ReD = 1.62. 105 and Ma = 0.3. A h SO0 iterations on the finat grid the L, norm of continuity equation was reduced by more than 3 decades . On a fairly low error level ( L, 2 SIO-' ) no further convergence was ohtained. A closer look on the results during some stages of the iteration process showed a clearly unsteady wake behaviour which agrees qualitatively w i t h the experimental findings. in an investigation an the wake structure of flows part spheres Taneda [20] reports on a pro res& wave motion of the sphere wake for the range 18.3 Re, S 3.8. 101 . The wave can be described by a plane containing the streamwise axis through the centre of the sphere. Thereby the plane robles slowly and irregularly about that axis. At Reynolds-numbers ranging from 3.8.101 to IO6 the sphere wake formes a pair of streamwise line vortices at a short distance from the streamwise axis. Also this vortex pair rotates slowly and randomly about that aria. In all r a m mentiond the rphae wake is not axlsymmewic. To ilhnbscc snmahat the eomplex wake flow P sketch of the vortsx swmm in the range 3.8.10' 5 Re, S 10' ( a b [Z'J L shorn in FiE. 2.
So it turns out that the flow smcturc also Tor lamlnar flow is highly complex. Therefore the numerical simulation of such a flow requira a high spatial resolution of the solution domain and sirnullanmusly a high h e accuracy to resolve adequately all existing flow scala and moda. The method used for the present simulatioru is baaed on an approach neglecting the correct time scales. Therefore from the raub only the resolution of the main features of the flow can be expected. Laminar la turbulent transition was fixed at @ = 60..
According to thhe ptescnlalion of laminar results the corresponding lurbulcnt pressure distribution in the symmctry plane is depicted in Fig. 8 . It is recognized that the structure is much more organized and up to @ < 120" theoretical wall pressure data is made in Fig. 9 In Fig.13 and rig.14 the static pressure and Mach number distribution i s shown together with an enlarged map ofthe nose region. It is recognized that the bow and lceside shock wave is well captured , From the highly structured Mach number fidd on the Imide just behind the sphere-cylinder iunclion it can be deduced that a complex interacting flow field has atablished. Although not shown here. despite the relatively coarse mesh sysmn the cXPerimmtallY ohserved awl e y a and the primary and secondary separation line were well captured in the sim-"l2tiO".
In Fig. 15 culalion w6s performed in order to i d e n w the disc of viscosity on the overall flowlldd. For both computations the nuid was a.uumed to behave as a pafea gas. Addi.
tionally. in the viscous case a laminar flaw opposed to an adiabatic vehicle wall was assumed.
The task of computing the flow around a complae complex vehicle is not trivial and begins with the challenge ofgenerating an appropriate m a h sysmn. For the geometry at hand which is one of the proposed dalgna for the curopean IIERMES space shuttle it appeared advantageously to adopt a one-block wrapped-around coordinate syslein. Such a coordinate system i s of spherical type at the nose and therefore possasa a singular h e emanating from the very nose. llowever also at the nose extreme conditions caused by the bow shock have to bc expeaed.
so that the singular line problem has to be treated carefully. Moreover in hypmonic flow past blunt bodia at high incidence the shock layer at the windward side becoma thin whereas at the leeward aide the bow shock gets far away. Therefore it ia desirable to have a coordinate s y s h which approximately follow the outanosl shod wave in an aUempl to waste only a small fraction of m a h At the nose an spherical-type mah system WM generated using an algebraic approach. In front of the &pit the mesh was forced lo be planar in crou S~O M xconst. for over the remaining part of the vehicle. There a hyperbolic mah generation procedure WM applied. l l o w e v n in the hyperbolic approach. where the mah is generated by marching*outwards from the body. no control is given to meet an ouier specified shape. Therefore the hyperbolic mesh was marched beyond the apsined boundary and then the grid points were redistributed along the coordinate direction normal l o the body. Distortions generated by this procedure were smoothed out by an elliptic m a h generation method. llence in regions nearby the vchick the mesh i 5 expected to be approximatdy orthogonal and simullaneourly the mesh is within a specified outer contour. Such an approach is very time consuming and could only be accomplished in collahoration with Stephan Ldcher at Dornier company. A more detailed description together with hypersonic flow results will be given In a forthcoming paper. 20 , a1 x -12.7 the flow field exhibits 8 shock wave at the winslei leading edges. Also the cross flow shock above the wlng is now first aligned diagonal to the v d c a l fuselage wall and than experience a deviation of approximately 90 dcgree. This topology is known from supersonic corner flowa where the lower shock fronl is obsmed to be parallel to the flal plate. A closer look on the results (Fig. 22) reveals the unrealistic prediction of the inviscid simulation. Fig. 22cshowa above the wing a Mach number in the ordct of 15 which occurs simultaneously with very low pressure and densily valuea.
In this rap& much more realistic appcars the viscous flow behaviour (Fig. 22a.b) . There the maximum Mach number is 1hown to be in the order of the free stream va. lue. Also jet l o n y a known from comer flow aludia seem lo be captured. More exlreme flow conditions are expected lo exist in the end cross sections, presented in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 .
In Fig. 25 
